Abstract Cardiac arrhythmias such as ventricular tachycardia (VT) or ventricular fibrillation (VF) are the leading cause of death in the industrialised world. There is a growing consensus that these arrhythmias arise because of the formation of spiral waves of electrical activation in cardiac tissue; unbroken spiral waves are associated with VT and broken ones with VF. Several experimental studies have been carried out to determine the effects of inhomogeneities in cardiac tissue on such arrhythmias. We give a brief overview of such experiments, and then an introduction to partial-differential-equation models for ventricular tissue. We show how different types of inhomogeneities can be included in such models, and then discuss various numerical studies, including our own, of the effects of these inhomogeneities on spiral-wave dynamics. The most remarkable qualitative conclusion of our studies is that the spiral-wave dynamics in such systems depends very sensitively on the positions of these inhomogeneities.
Introduction
Mammalian hearts are electromechanical pumps in which the propagation of electrical activation waves through cardiac tissue triggers the mechanical contraction of the walls of the atria or ventricles. The walls of these chambers are made of tissue, which is an excitable medium that supports the passage of regular contraction waves across it. This excitability depends crucially on the states of cardiac cells that make up the tissue. In its quiescent state, such a cell maintains a potential difference of 85 mV across the cell membrane. If the cell is stimulated beyond a certain threshold potential ( 60 mV), voltage-gated ion channels on the membrane allow Na ions to enter the cell. Thus the cell is rapidly depolarized; it repolarizes partially for 10 ms, and then enters a plateau state in which ion channels, for Ca ++ and K + ions, are activated. This leads to the repolarization of the cell and it returns eventually to its quiescent state. The repolarization phase lasts much longer than the initial depolarization phase (hundreds of ms compared to a few ms). The depolarizationrepolarization response is referred to as the action potential. The action potential duration (APD) in a human ventricular cell is typically 200 ms; a typical plot of an action potential is shown in Fig. 1 . During the period of repolarization and slightly after it, a cardiac cell cannot be easily excited again and is said to be in a refractory state. The coupling between cardiac cells results in the propagation of excitation from one cell to the other.
In a normal heart, the regular rhythmic contraction of the atria and ventricles pumps blood through the body. Cardiac arrhythmias disturb this regular rhythm; the most dangerous of these are ventricular tachycardia (VT) and ventricular fibrillation (VF). During an episode of VT the rate at which a patient's heart beats increases to more than 100 beats per min; an electrocardiogram (ECG) shows a roughly periodic trace but one that is considerably faster than the normal sinus rhythm; if VF occurs then, not only does the rate of heart beats increase, but the ECG trace seems quite chaotic. (An introduction to ECGs that is accessible to nonspecialists can be found at Ref. [1] ). There is growing consensus that VT is associated with the formation of a single spiral wave of electrical activation in ventricular tissue whereas VF is believed to arise when such spiral waves break leading to spiral turbulence. Voltage-sensitive
